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Is MIT red or blue?

219 Vassar demolition continues

15 to 1 in donations for Obama
By Leon Lin
Staff Reporter
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David J. Bermejo—The Tech

219 Vassar St. lies halfway demolished at the end of October. This photograph, as well as the others in
the photo essay on page 7, were created by merging at least two photographs of different exposure levels
into a single image in a process called high dynamic range (HDR) imaging. When done subtly, the resulting
image oftentimes more closely resembles human visual perception than a regular, single-exposure photograph.
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Rules of the job search
Recruiting rules not always followed
By Tushar Kamath
Staff Reporter

With this year’s corporate recruiting period in full swing, students and
companies both sometimes seem
unaware of the corporate recruiting
rules set by the MIT Careers Office.
Companies have been interviewing MIT students since recruiting at
Fall Career Fair on Sept. 21, but while
companies are allowed to schedule
interviews on any day they wish, the
Careers Office imposes rules that
generally aim to restrict interviews
from clashing and work to reduce
stress and conflicts for students.
“One of the things we really think
about is that if I were a student interviewing for a company, how much
time can I allocate for interviews
with this company as well as fit in
classes?” said Deborah Liverman,
associate director of career services.
For example, companies are required
to hold second-round interviews at a
time that doesn’t conflict with other
companies’ first-round interviews
and give a Saturday option for each

In Short

Don’t forget to vote! For those
registered to vote at Kresge with
their MIT address, bring an ID and
a proof of residence. This can be a
paycheck from MIT, a bank statement, or a utilities bill with your
campus address on it. If you don’t
have these, undergrads can contact
Bridgette Kelly (kellyb@mit.edu)
in the Housing Office in W59 and
graduate students can contact grad-

DIRECTION OF
THE ELECTION?
There are three ways
the presidential race
might turn out.
Opinion, p. 5

second-round interview.
Other policies include: restricting
exploding offers — or incentivizing
early acceptances of an offer — and
requiring scheduling on-site second
round interviews within a week of the
first-round interview. Furthermore,
companies must offer full disclosure
on the start date, method of compensation, and the status of the applicant
throughout the interview process.
Companies also cannot serve alcohol
during the interview process, must
fully disclose whether they are using
a social network (such as Facebook)
to evaluate candidates, and are required to keep all parts of the interview process closed to anyone outside of the company.
Despite these guidelines, some
students have encountered situations where companies did not abide
by these policies. According to a
current MIT junior, companies like
Adobe have mandated interviews
on certain dates with no additional
options.

Have you ever wondered
whether your professor leaned
right or left politically? This election season, MIT faculty and staff
have given more than $300,000
in direct financial contributions
to the presidential campaigns
since April 2011, according to
public data provided by the Federal Election Commission.
Among the contributors to
Barack Obama’s presidential
campaign were 379 MIT employees, who donated a total of
$283,370. That’s over 15 times
more than the same total for
former Massachusetts Governor Mitt Romney’s campaign
— $18,357 — donated by 14 MIT
employees.
Individual contributors typically donated multiple times
over several months. The average

uatehousing@mit.edu to get a proof
of residence letter.
Have an idea for a new business?
Applications for the 100K Accelerate
Competition open Nov. 7.
Are you an artist? Submit your art
for consideration in the MIT Student
Art Gallery at McCormick by Nov. 9.
Send news information and tips to
news@tech.mit.edu.

mit bends it like beckham
Men’s soccer triumphs at NEWMAC!
sports, p. 16

welcoming lily almeyda
Grad students get new community
police officer. Letters, p. 4
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Siddiqui ’95 loses appeal before 2nd Circuit
Remains sentenced to 86 years in prison for assaulting US officer in Afghanistan
Aafia Siddiqui ’95 lost her appeal before the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit
yesterday morning. She was convicted in February
2010, and then appealed.
Siddiqui was arrested in July of 2008 in Afghanistan while carrying a handbag full of terrorist paraphernalia. While in custody she shot at U.S. personnel with an M4 assault rifle she picked up off the
floor of an interrogation room, and was subsequently remanded into U.S. custody.
In a 42-page decision, a two-judge panel rejected her appeal yesterday on two principal grounds.
Firstly, Siddiqui had argued that she could not be
charged with attempted murder (18 USC §2332(b))
without a written certification from the Attorney
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MIT employee who donated to
Obama donated on four separate
occasions, for an average total of
$739 per individual. The average
amount given by individual Romney donors was higher, at $1,311.
However, in both campaigns the
smaller donations were more
numerous — the median total
individual contribution was $350
for Obama and $750 for Romney.
Thirty-seven of the 379 people
who gave to Obama donated less
than $100 total.
These numbers do not include donations to political
action committees, or PACs,
which are independent organizations that support particular
candidates. This election cycle
marked the first time super PACs
were allowed to raise unlimited
amounts of money from donors
who could effectively be kept

General. Noting that such a certification was filed
the same day as the indictment was filed, the appeals court rejected this reasoning.
Secondly, Siddiqui argued that the remaining six
counts against her did not apply outside the United
States "in an active theater of war." The court found
this "without merit," noting that "Congress has the
authority to enforce its laws beyond the territorial
boundaries of the United States."
While she is unlikely to prevail on any further appeal, Siddiqui could conceivably request an en banc
hearing of her case before the entire Second Circuit;
she could also petition the Supreme Court. She is
unlikely to prevail under either route.

—John A. Hawkinson

New dining: year 2
Enrollment increased 10 percent
By Maiko Kitaoka
Staff Reporter

After going into effect
Fall 2011 following widespread campus controversy,
the house dining plans saw
higher enrollment this year
compared to last year, according to statistics from
MIT Dining.
With a 10.1 percent increase in the number of
students who enrolled in
a meal plan, this year 2078
students purchased a plan
as of the end of the change
period (Sept. 21, 2012). Last
year’s meal plan enrollment
was 1887.
Most students seem to
value flexibility in their

meal plans — those who
have more choices tend to
lean toward the Any plans,
rather than the Basic plans.
(The Any plans allow for any
combination of meals per
week, while the Basic plans
only provide breakfast/
brunch and dinner.)
Michael Myers, Assistant
Director of Dining, stressed
that MIT Dining is “trying to
work with Bon Appetit and
the house dining community, as well as engaging with
students, to find out how to
incorporate more flexibility
[in the meal plans],” making
it easier for students to coordinate their class sched-

MIT Gangnam!
INSIDE
Check out The
Tech’s exclusive
look behind the
scenes of the
Institute’s newest sensation.
p. 8
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Prepping for a
new daycare
Half-demolished: 219
Vassar Street, future home
of MIT’s newest daycare.
photo, p. 7

sandy:
mit reacts

From application
deadlines to Hurricane
Hackers.
campus life, p. 15
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Bombs in Bahrain’s capital
kill two foreigners
CAIRO — Five bombs exploded in the capital of Bahrain
on Monday, killing two foreign workers and critically injuring
a third, in a sharp intensification of the violence that has simmered in the island nation since the beginning of a pro-democracy uprising 21 months ago.
The government said the bombs, which detonated in three
districts in the capital, Manama, were improvised explosive
devices filled with nails. One victim was killed after kicking a
bomb, causing it to explode, officials said. Another was injured
after picking up one of the devices, a hospital employee said on
state television.
Bahraini officials called the bombings a terrorist attack and
said an investigation had begun. The officials did not identify
any suspects, although the state news agency quoted a government minister, Sameera Ibrahim bin Rajab, who blamed unnamed “religious figures” for inciting violence, a possible reference to the head of the largest opposition group.
The bombings Monday, apparently aimed at civilians,
seemed to open a dangerous new phase in the conflict. Some
of the government’s opponents immediately raised questions
about the timing of the bombings, which came a few days after
the monarchy drew international condemnation for banning
protests. Human rights advocates called the decree part of an
escalating crackdown on dissent.
On Friday, the authorities arrested Said Yousif al-Muhafdah, a Bahraini human right activist who monitored protests.
His lawyer said Muhafdah, who is charged with illegal gatherings and unauthorized protests, could face up to two years in
prison.
—Kareem Fahim, The New York Times

Still reeling from one storm,
Northeast prepares for another
The Northeast is now bracing for a potentially lethal
nor’easter expected to bring rain, punishing winds and high
tides that could add to the misery of residents still reeling from
Hurricane Sandy and set back the restoration of power.
Forecasters are tracking a storm developing off the Southeast coast that is expected to make a turn northward and intensify Tuesday before hitting the mid-Atlantic and Northeastern
States by Wednesday, and continuing into Thursday.
The National Weather Service is predicting that the storm
could produce sustained winds of 30 to 40 mph and gusts of up
to 60 mph in the New York region by Wednesday afternoon. The
storm could cause more power failures and minor to moderate flooding along the coastal areas that were devastated by the
hurricane last week, said David Stark, a meteorologist with the
Weather Service.
Stark said that tidal surges of 2 1/2 to 4 1/2 feet at the peak
of high tide Wednesday night could behave unpredictably
along the South Shore of Long Island and western Long Island
Sound, landscapes altered by Hurricane Sandy.
“Some of the dunes are gone, so there is some definite uncertainty there on what the impacts will be with a moderate
coastal storm surge,” he said.
Temperatures along the coast are expected to dip into the
30s on Wednesday night but should climb into the 50s on
Thursday. The system is expected to move out by the afternoon.
Inland areas in the lower Hudson Valley, northeastern New
Jersey and southwestern Connecticut could see a mix of sleet
and snow early Wednesday, changing to rain later.
The storm and its damage are not expected to approach
the hurricane’s devastation. But given the harm last week to
homes, businesses, coastlines, the electric grid and the spirits
of people without power for a week, a second storm seems certain to compound the damage.
The utilities scrambled Monday to prepare for the storm
while still battling to restore power lost during the hurricane.
—Peter Applebome, The New York Times

Dozens are killed in fierce
outburst of Syrian violence
By Neil MacFarquhar

now, like birds.”
The fighting, escalating over
three days, ignited the quarters of
Yarmouk and Tadamon, both heavily Palestinian, as well as Hajjar alAswad, a center of resistance to the
government.
Syria took in large numbers of
Palestinians who fled their homes
at the founding of Israel, and they
and their descendants number
about 450,000 now. Many have
sided with those leading the uprising, but the Popular Front for the
Liberation of Palestine-General
Command, a faction with a prominent role in the neighborhoods, still
supports the government. Much of
the fighting involved Popular Front
units, backed by government artillery. Rounds fired from the military
airfield in Mezze slammed into the
area, activists said.
Yarmouk, founded as a Palestinian refugee camp in 1957, gradually became a residential district
barely distinguishable from the rest
of greater Damascus. A Facebook
page focused on camp news published a statement from the Popular
Front group saying it had thwart-

The New York Times

BEIRUT — Some of the worst
violence in months racked Syria on
Monday with residents of southern
Damascus fleeing heavy shelling,
several smaller towns shattered
by air attacks, and at least two car
bombs.
The Local Coordinating Committees, a collection of activist organizations across Syria, said the daily
toll reached at least 159, including
72 killed in Idlib, and 47 in Damascus and its suburbs.
People in Damascus, the capital, said the fighting was the fiercest they could remember since July,
with thousands fleeing as a Palestinian faction that supports the
Assad government skirmished with
government opponents in three
southern neighborhoods.
“It’s a real war,” an activist
reached in southern Damascus
said via Skype, who used only one
name, Eman, for her safety. “Explosions, bombing and gunfire, and of
course the helicopters, which have
become part of the sky in Damascus

ed an infiltration by government
opponents.
“When the terrorists failed to enter, they fired mortars killing a large
number of martyrs and wounding
a lot of people,” the statement said.
Civilians have been fleeing in
droves. Small artillery hit a minibus
carrying people trying to escape
from Yarmouk, killing five of them.
Each side blamed the other for
that strike. Displaced families have
started camping in back gardens or
schoolyards, Eman said.
A car bomb exploded in Mezze
86, a Damascus neighborhood on
the slopes below the official palace
that houses the offices of President
Bashar Assad. The area is heavily
populated by families linked to the
security forces, which Assad’s Alawite minority dominates. Pictures
posted on Facebook showed a large
black column of smoke rising from
the area.
The Free Syrian Army claimed
responsibility for that attack, saying in a statement that it targeted
military officers and members of
the armed militias who fight for the
government.

Merkel’s coalition moves to ease
Germans’ welfare costs
By Melissa Eddy

contrast, the Greek Parliament will
be voting Wednesday on yet another
round of austerity measures, this one
worth $17 billion — equal to 7 percent of gross domestic product — to
meet the demands of international
lenders standing between Greece
and sovereign default. Unions have
announced a series of strikes and
protests against the cuts that will decimate the country’s already stretched
social services net. The most immediate criticism, however, came from
Merkel’s political opponents, who
denounced the largesse as an expensive attempt to woo voters before
next year’s election, in which Merkel
will run for a third term.
“Ms. Merkel and Mr. Schaeuble
preach to the Europeans to drink
water, but at home they are enjoying
wine,” said Sigmar Gabriel, chairman
of the center-left Social Democratic
Party, referring to Finance Minister Wolfgang Schaeuble. That party,
along with the opposition Greens,

The New York Times

BERLIN — Leaders from Chancellor Angela Merkel’s coalition
agreed Monday on a raft of changes
to social welfare programs aimed at
easing costs for average Germans
to bolster the government’s sagging
popularity less than a year before
parliamentary elections.
Germany, Europe’s strongest
economy, can easily afford the measures. But they come at a time when
Merkel has been pressing Germany’s
struggling European partners to
slash public spending, underscoring
just how uneven the economic outlook is across the continent.
The measures include scrapping
an unpopular quarterly medical
fee, increasing spending to improve
transportation infrastructure and
introducing a bitterly disputed child
care subsidy. Overall, they are expected to cost $3.9 billion a year. In

have threatened legal steps against
the child care subsidy.
Nine years ago, Germany pushed
through its own deeply unpopular
austerity measures. They helped
steel the German economy against
the global economic downturn of
2008. Now, while Greece, Spain and
other European economies crumble,
Germany has a vigorous labor market that has contributed to record
tax revenues for 2012, of about $783
billion. Schaeuble said last week that
the jump in tax revenue would allow
the country to balance its budget
next year, but the coalition leaders
set that target for 2014 — which is
still two years earlier than required
by law.
While the picture for Germany is
not entirely rosy, the country’s relative riches have prompted calls for
the government to spend more itself
and act to spur private consumption
— an uphill battle with citizens who
prize saving over spending.

By Allison Wing
STAFF METEorologist

Over a week later, the Northeast is still recovering from the
impacts of Hurricane Sandy. With
many people not regaining electricity until the last few days (and
many still without), the recent
cold temperatures have been especially unpleasant. Today will be
another chilly day, with temperatures in Cambridge only reaching
the mid 40°F’s.
Unfortunately, especially for
those living in areas in New York
and New Jersey with extensive

damage due to Sandy, the weather will not improve. A coastal
low will impact the northeast
Wednesday through Thursday
bringing heavy rain and potentially damaging winds to an already
storm-battered region.
Here in Cambridge, it looks
like the worst will be Wednesday
evening through Thursday morning. Rain totals are expected to
be in the 1-2” range with winds
around 25 mph, gusting to 40-50
mph. The models vary in when
they move the storm out to sea,
but things should clear out by the
weekend.
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Extended Forecast
Today: Sunny. High 43°F (6°C). Northwest winds at 5-7 mph,
shifting to east winds.
Tonight: Mostly clear. Low 34°F (1°C). Northeast winds at 5-7
mph.
Tomorrow: Mostly cloudy with PM rain. High 44°F (7°C). Low
41°F (5°C). Northeast winds at 15-25 mph gusting to 40 mph.
Thursday: Rain, mostly in the morning. High 50°F (10°C). Low
40°F (4°C). Breezy northeast winds at 20-25 mph.
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By Kareem Fahim
The New York Times

CAIRO — The young activists
lingered on the streets around Tahrir Square, scrutinizing the crowds
of holiday revelers. Suddenly, they
charged, pushing people aside and
chasing down a young man. As the
captive thrashed to get away, the
activists pounded his shoulders,
flipped him around and spraypainted a message on his back:
“I’m a harasser.”
Egypt’s streets have long been
a perilous place for women, who
are frequently heckled, grabbed,
threatened and violated while the
police look the other way. Now,
during the country’s tumultuous
transition from authoritarian rule,
more and more groups are emerging to make protecting women —
and shaming the do-nothing police
— a cause.
“They’re now doing the undoable?” a police officer joked as he
watched the vigilantes chase down
the young man. The officer quickly
went back to sipping his tea.
The attacks on women, a prob-

lem Egypt has long wrestled with,
did not subside after the uprising.
If anything, they became more visible as even the military was implicated in the assaults, stripping
female protesters, threatening others with violence and subjecting
activists to virginity tests. During
holidays, when Cairenes take to
the streets to stroll and socialize,
the attacks multiply.
But during the recent Eid alAdha holiday, some of the men
were surprised to find they no longer had the ability to harass with
impunity, a change brought about
not just out of concern for women’s
rights, but out of a frustration that
the post-revolutionary government
still, like the one before, was doing
too little to protect its citizens.
At least three citizens groups
patrolled busy sections of central
Cairo during the recent holiday.
The groups’ members, both men
and women, shared the conviction that the authorities would not
act against harassment unless the
problem was forced into the public
debate. They differed in their tactics, with some of the activists criti-

cizing others for being too quick to
resort to violence against suspects
and encouraging vigilantism. One
of the group leaders compared the
activists to the Guardian Angels in
the United States.
“The harasser doesn’t see anyone who will hold him accountable,” said Omar Talaat, 16, who
joined one of the patrols.
The years of President Hosni
Mubarak’s rule were marked by
official apathy, collusion in the
assaults on women or empty responses to the attacks, including police roundups of teenagers at Internet cafés for looking at
pornography.
“The police did not take harassment seriously,” said Madiha
el-Safty, a sociology professor at
the American University in Cairo.
“People didn’t file complaints. It
was always underreported.”
Mubarak’s wife, Suzanne, who
portrayed herself as a champion
of women’s rights, pretended the
problem hardly existed. As reports
of harassment grew in 2008, she
said, “Egyptian men always respect
Egyptian women.”

Chinese government retaliates in
trade dispute with Europe
By Keith Bradsher
The New York Times

HONG KONG — The Chinese
government announced Monday
that it had filed a case with the World
Trade Organization accusing some
European Union member countries
of violating free trade rules with
policies that favor the purchase of
solar energy equipment produced
in Europe.
The WTO case is the latest in a series of retaliatory moves by China in
response to efforts by the European
Union and the United States to limit
imports of solar panels from China.
European and U.S. officials accuse
China of dumping solar panels in
foreign markets below the cost of
manufacturing them and of subsidizing their manufacture — accusations that China has denied.
In a statement posted late Monday on its website, the Chinese Commerce Ministry did not identify the
countries or the specific equipment
covered by its trade complaint. But

the ministry alleged that the countries’ policies violated WTO rules
requiring that goods from all WTO
member countries be treated equally, without discrimination in favor of
locally produced goods.
The ministry also contended that
the policies violated a free trade rule
that countries not impose policies
that have the effect of subsidizing
domestic production as a substitution for imports.
The United States and the European Union acted after about a
dozen solar panel manufacturers
went bankrupt or cut back production on both sides of the Atlantic.
But Chinese manufacturers are also
struggling after state-owned banks
financed a burst of construction over
the past four years that left the country with more than two-thirds of the
world’s solar manufacturing capacity. The industry is now struggling
with overcapacity.
The European Union announced
Sept. 6 that it had opened the largest anti-dumping investigation ever,

into imports of Chinese solar panels
worth $26.5 billion last year. China’s
Commerce Ministry had tried for
months to persuade European officials not to proceed.
In an initial retaliatory move, the
Commerce Ministry said Thursday
that it had begun its own anti-dumping investigation of imports from
Europe of polysilicon, the main raw
material for making solar panels.
China had previously begun an antidumping investigation of polysilicon
imports from the United States after
the Commerce Department began
an investigation a year ago that has
led to anti-dumping and anti-subsidy tariffs on solar panels from China.
The Commerce Ministry officially asked the European Union on
Monday for consultations under the
auspices of the WTO in Geneva. This
is the first step in WTO dispute resolution procedures that can lead, in a
year and a half or so, to a decision by
a panel of trade judges on whether
the accused countries must rewrite
the offending regulations.

US secretary of state for political affairs
visits Somalia amid signs of rebound
By Jeffrey Gettleman
The New York Times

NAIROBI, Kenya — Wendy Sherman, the under secretary of state
for political affairs, visited Somalia
on Sunday, becoming the highestranking U.S. official to set foot in
the country in more than 20 years,
the State Department announced
Monday.
Sherman, the No. 3 official in the
State Department, met with Somalia’s new president, who was selected
by his peers in September, and other
political and business leaders during her visit to Mogadishu, Somalia’s
bullet-riddled seaside capital.
“Under Secretary Sherman
stressed her conviction that Somalia
is now a place of hope, not of despair,” the State Department said in
a statement.
In the past several months,
Mogadishu has made a notable
turnaround, making such a highlevel visit possible. A city that

once echoed with gunfire and was
haunted by emaciated, hollow-eyed
famine victims trudging through its
streets is now returning to life with
new hotels, new cafés and even a
dry cleaner.
Of course, the troubles are far
from over and suicide bombers
routinely strike, including an attack
just a few days ago on a new restaurant. Still, Somalia is in far better
shape than it has been since the last
functioning central government collapsed in 1991, and Western officials
say there is a narrow opportunity
right now to make sure the country
continues this momentum and does
not slide back into war.
“Under Secretary Sherman
urged the Somali leadership to continue to consolidate gains by helping
local governance structures emerge
through community dialogue and
reconciliation,” the State Department said.
One big question is what will
happen with the thousands of Ugan-

dan peacekeepers in Mogadishu
whose steady pummeling of Islamist
militants has paved the way for this
renaissance. Some Ugandan officials recently threatened to pull their
troops out of Somalia because they
were angry that a U.N. investigative
panel accused Uganda of backing a
brutal rebel group in the Democratic
Republic of Congo, which the Ugandans vehemently deny.
On Monday, Sherman implied
that the Ugandans would stay in Somalia, at least for the time being.
“Uganda will continue to play
the leadership role it has, both diplomatically and in terms of military
security,” Sherman told reporters in
Nairobi, according to Reuters.
The United States has contributed millions of dollars to the peacemaking efforts in Somalia; some U.S.
officials still see Somalia as a counterterrorism priority because of Somalia’s recent history as a home to
violent jihadists from around the
world.

Expert panel calls for
‘competitiveness shock’ to
reinvigorate French economy
PARIS — President François Hollande of France received a
challenge Monday from a report he commissioned, as an expert
panel called for a “competitiveness shock” to a country falling behind in the global economic race.
France is facing “a crisis of confidence,” Louis Gallois, one of
France’s best-known businessmen, said to reporters after handing
over a set of policy recommendations to the French government.
Gallois said the proposals, which include a major reduction in payroll taxes, were meant to “stop the slide, the stalling, and to support
investment.”
“This is what I call the competitiveness shock,” said Gallois, who
led a team of government officials in various ministries in preparing the report.
Hollande’s government commissioned the study and appointed Gallois, a former chief executive of European Aeronautic Defense & Space, as its investment commissioner.
But having bought itself time by putting Gallois on the case, the
government has been distancing itself from the report’s conclusions, which have leaked out in recent weeks and prompted media reports suggesting it would be dead on arrival. Prime Minister
Jean-Marc Ayrault is to give the government’s response to the report Tuesday evening in a televised address.
Gallois’ call to arms received an implicit endorsement from the
International Monetary Fund, which called on the French government Monday to overhaul the labor market and focus on “quality
fiscal adjustment in order to strengthen incentives to work and
invest.”
The Gallois report notes that France has lost 750,000 industrial
jobs over the past decade, as the country’s trade balance has deteriorated. Prominent among its criticisms is that the tax burden borne
by businesses and their employees — as well as rigid work rules
and long-term contracts — render French industry uncompetitive.
—David Jolly, The New York Times

Record numbers of young
Americans earn bachelor’s
degree
Although the United States no longer leads the world in educational attainment, record numbers of young Americans are completing high school, going to college and finishing college, according to a Pew Research Center analysis of newly available census
data.
This year, for the first time, a third of the nation’s 25- to 29-yearolds have earned at least a bachelor’s degree. That share has been
slowly edging up for decades, from fewer than one-fifth of young
adults in the early 1970s to 33 percent this year.
The share of high school graduates in that age group, along with
the share of those with some college, have also reached record
levels. This year, 90 percent were high school graduates, up from
78 percent in 1971. And 63 percent have completed some college
work, up from 34 percent in 1971.
The study attributed the increase both to the recession and a
sluggish jobs recovery, which led many young people to see higher
education as their best option, and to changed attitudes about the
importance of a college education. In a 2010 Gallup survey, about
three-quarters of Americans agreed that a college education is very
important, up from only 36 percent in 1978.
The wage premium for those with college degrees has leapt
40 percent since 1983, according to Anthony P. Carnevale, director of the Georgetown University Center on Education and the
Workforce.
—Tamar Lewin, The New York Times

Toyota profit triples in
third quarter
TOKYO — In the biggest sign yet of a strong recovery for Toyota,
the Japanese automaker raised its forecast for full-year net profit
to 780 billion yen, or $9.7 billion, on Monday, shrugging off a sales
decline in China brought about by a territorial spat between the
two countries.
Toyota was briefly the world’s largest automaker by sales in
2008, before the global financial crisis hit home. But after difficult
years involving recalls and natural disasters, Toyota ceded that
crown to General Motors. More recently, analysts worried that
falling sales in China, the biggest auto market in the world, would
weigh on Toyota’s bottom line.
But the numbers unveiled Monday suggest that Toyota is making a comeback. Net profit more than tripled to 257.9 billion yen,
or about $3.2 billion, in the July-to-September quarter, compared
with a year ago, helped by strong sales in North America, where
Toyota has been regaining market share. Toyota and its group companies sold 7.4 million vehicles in the first nine months of 2012,
beating GM and Volkswagen.
Toyota’s raised net profit forecast for the full year through
March was 2.6 percent higher than a previous estimate. But reflecting lower sales in China, the automaker pared back its outlook for
full-year production to 8.75 million vehicles from 8.8 million. Last
month, sales in China fell 44.1 percent from a year earlier, Toyota
said, hurt by boycotts of Japanese brands by Chinese consumers.
Japanese exporters are now re-evaluating their sales plans in a
once-promising market.
Toyota’s results show the start of a recovery from years plagued
first by a collapse in exports during the economic crisis, then by a
mishandling of recalls linked to reports of acceleration, natural disasters and a stubbornly strong yen. The latest sales numbers show
Toyota roaring back in the United States, with a 15.8 percent jump
in sales of light vehicles in October, compared with those of a year
earlier, according to Autodata. And although the yen remains stubbornly high, hurting the company’s price competitiveness, Toyota
is adapting — as it has in the past — by building more vehicles
overseas.
—Hiroko Tabuchi, The New York Times
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Community policing
for the Northwest
graduate community
It is no surprise that the lives of many
on-campus graduate students revolve
around graduate residences. This is the
case for residents of the northwest dormitories, Ashdown, Edgerton, Sidney Pacific,
and The Warehouse, which, along with
nine research buildings in Albany Street,
lie relatively far from the main section of
campus. The physical separation of this
community makes maintaining a positive
atmosphere in and around the northwest
dorms particularly vital. A central part of
that atmosphere is safety — both real and
perceived.
With student safety in mind, MIT has
instituted a new model for campus policing, the community policing position: a
dedicated officer assigned to patrol and
serve as a resource to graduate community
in the northwest campus.
It’s especially fitting that this community policing position arose from broad
community collaboration. Growing out
of a unique vision for improving campus
policing, Chief John Difava and Deputy
Chief Jay Perault immediately reached out
to student and administrative leadership in
search of wide-spread input and support.
Student representatives from the Graduate Student Council (GSC) and student
leadership from the northwest dorms
helped drive and direct the discussion of
this new position from the very beginning.
Furthermore, the graduate housemasters,
the Dean for Student Life, and staff in the
DSL Housing office have been strong advocates, offering valuable support. Through
this model example of careful early-stage
community engagement, MIT is moving to
improve safety in the northwest and setting
a new bar for the Institute in student communication and engagement. We applaud
these efforts and are excited by the results.

The main goal of community policing is to develop partnerships between
law enforcement and the community to
systematically examine problems and
develop effective responses. The position
aims to use creative problem solving to
proactively and preemptively address conditions of public safety. In the northwest
graduate community, we are hoping that
this philosophy translates to a reduction of crime, an increased perception of
safety, and increased positive interaction
between students and the MIT police
force.
We are particularly confident that
these goals will come to fruition with the
help of our outstanding new community
policing officer, Lily Almeyda. Though
she has been an MIT Police Officer for
a little less than a year, we are confident
that she understands the lives of graduate
students in Boston as she graduated from
Northeastern University with a Masters
in Leadership in 2008, and has served
in university police departments in the
Boston area since. Because it is important
that Officer Almeyda feels at home in the
northwest campus and has a location to
meet with students, DSL and MIT Housing have worked alongside the northwest
housing leadership to secure an office for
her in Sidney Pacific.
Officer Almeyda will use her office
for weekly ‘office hours’ a time where
students should feel free to drop in and
say hi; such interactions are not only
an opportunity to learn more about law
enforcement and safety issues on campus,
but to forge friendly connections to a new
community member whose goal is to
support the whole northwest community.
Officer Almeyda will patrol the outdoor
areas of the northwest campus in the
evenings (e.g. 6 p.m.-2 a.m.), around the
time where grad students are generally
returning home from lab. In addition, she
is happy to participate in any social events
in the northwest residences.
To the students: find an excuse to talk

to Lily, whether it is a casual ‘hello,’ a
discussion of a safety concern you’ve had,
or simply to be social. Consider Officer
Almeyda not only as a community police
officer, but also as a friendly resource and
a person to depend on. We are incredibly lucky to be the seat of this bold new
experiment by MIT Police and we should
do our best to welcome Lily into our
community.
Lastly we would like to thank all the
housemasters and MIT staff who reached
out and collaborated with students to
make this incredible joint effort happen.
In particular, Chief John DiFava for his
inspiring and elevating vision for this
position; Deputy Chief Jay Perault and
Captain Al Pierce for valuable discussions
and fantastic support; Sgt. Cheryl Vossmer
for outstanding and continued outreach to
all students. It is clear from this collaboration that Institute and student leaders can
forge effective community improvement
when they work as one.
On behalf of the entire graduate
student body, we would like to thank the
aforementioned officers for what we hope
will be the first of many community policing positions at MIT, and welcome, Officer
Almeyda, to the northwest family.
Randi Cabezas GSC Housing
& Community Affairs Chair,
gsc-hca@mit.edu
Nathaniel Schafheimer, GSC Housing
and Community Affairs Chair,
gsc-hca@mit.edu
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Jennifer Jarvis, Chair of the Halls at
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Three different views of reality
By Keith Yost
Staff columnist

A wise man once said, “It’s difficult to
make predictions, especially about the future.” But judging by the enormous volume
of guesses made in the national print, merely
making a prediction seems to take no effort
at all. Bewilderingly, this election cycle has
predictions that run the gamut from an imminent Romney victory, to a completely tied
race, to a foregone conclusion for Obama,
all made with straight faces by normally reasonable people.
Why the huge spread in the odds-making? The answer is that pundits are taking
fundamentally different approaches to the
poll numbers that have been observed over
the past week. Here are the three major prevailing views on how to interpret the information we have.

The view of the mainstream media
The mainstream media benefits from
saying it is a close race. And by just looking
at the headline national poll figures, you’d be
hard pressed to argue otherwise. The most
recent polls from USA Today, CNN, and Politico show a tied race. Gallup and Rasmus-

step: The anchor brings up the latest poll
indicating the race is close, the discussion is
kicked over to a red-and-blue shaded map
of the United States where analysts jab at all
the states that are conceivably in play (and
Ohio twice for good measure) before sending it back to the anchor, who registers their
amazement with all the state poking and reminds viewers to turn in Tuesday night for
the best coverage of the most amazing election in the history of democracy.
National polls have it tied, it must be tied.

Conservative counterargument
Many conservatives think the national
polls are underestimating their man. How
can it be that in all of the national polls that
show the race tied, Mitt Romney is leading
among independents by double digits? They
take issue with pollsters’ subjective judgments on what distribution of party identification, race, age, and gender is likely to turn
out on election day. If the make-up of the
electorate on November 6th is really 41 percent Democrat, 30 percent Republican, and
29 percent Independent, then a tied race
would make sense. But this distribution is
backward-looking, conservatives argue, too
influenced by the anomaly of 2008, where

Pundits are taking fundamentally different
approaches to the poll numbers that have been
observed over the past week.
sen have the race one point in Romney’s
favor, while NBC and ABC have it one point
in Obama’s favor. Pew has Obama up by 3
points, but most major national polls conducted in the past few days have put down
the race as a dead heat, anyone’s game.
The 24-hour news organizations have, for
the most part, decided not to look this gift
horse in the mouth. The standard newscast
these past few days has been a simple three-

Democrats benefited from a large enthusiasm gap. To conservatives, the likely voter
model employed by most polling agencies
is patently flawed when it gives Democrats
an 11-point advantage in a country that has
long tacked to the right nationally. To boot,
conservatives see most undecideds breaking
toward Romney; a majority of voters identify
the economy as their number one issue and
a similar majority cite Mitt Romney as the

man they trust most to handle the economy.
Romney is ahead among independents,
he must be winning.

The liberal rebuff
Liberals agree with conservatives that the
headline national numbers are too simplistic. But their claim is not that the likely voter
models being used are wrong (if they are
wrong, they’re just as likely to over-estimate
Romney as they would Obama). Instead,
they call attention to the extensive state-bystate polling that should be brought in to
complement national polls.
The inclusion of state polling highlights
the difficult electoral path Mitt Romney has
to walk. His most likely winning combination is taking Florida, Virginia, Colorado,
and Ohio. If Obama takes a single one of
these states, Romney’s path to the presidency becomes almost impossible. Colorado could conceivably be replaced by Iowa
or New Hampshire, but losing any of the
other three would mean some large upset
in Wisconsin or Pennsylvania would have
to occur. Romney is already behind in the
state polling across every one of these states
with the exception of Florida (where he has
a very slight lead), so it seems natural to give
Obama 85 percent odds of winning the election, as Nate Silver, the election model runner for the New York Times, does.
This might suggest that the possibility of
Romney winning the popular vote but losing
the electoral vote is very large. But here we
get to the real reason why the state polls are
game changing: The state polls, in total, find
Obama a favorite nationally. That is, if you
took each of the state polls, weighted them
by expected turnout in that state, and averaged them to get an estimate of the popular
vote distribution, you wouldn’t see a tie,
you’d see Obama ahead by as much as three
points. And in fact, the argument continues,
this bootstrapped estimate of the national

picture is a more relevant one than that provided by the national polls, because the state
polls, focusing as they do on battleground
states, have greater accuracy where it matters most.

It is impossible to tell
which view is correct,
and I don’t know who is
going to win tonight. But
I do know that this one
is worth watching.
As for the conservative claim that the
likely voter models being used are skewed,
the response from liberals is simple: Pollsters are a lot smarter than they are being
given credit for. They aren’t just looking at
2008 and copy-pasting a turnout distribution — these are professionals who make
these judgment calls for a living. And the
reason Republicans are given less weight in
their polling is because many conservatives,
not fond of the GOP’s brand, have switched
identification from Republican to Independent. If they’d maintained their party
identification, pollsters would give a higher
weight to Republicans in their models. But
then again, if that were the case, Romney
wouldn’t be leading among independents.
National polls have it tied, state polls
have Obama ahead. Average the two, and
Obama must be winning.
For what it’s worth, on Intrade, an online
prediction market where participants have
staked tens of millions of dollars on the outcome of presidential election, Obama holds
a stable 2-1 advantage over Romney.
It is impossible to tell which view is correct, and I don’t know who is going to win
tonight. But I do know that this one is worth
watching.
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Who will win tonight’s election?

Did Lydia K.’s blog
post resonate
with you?
The Tech is running a
survey about stress at MIT.
Send question ideas to surveys@tech.mit.edu.
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The controversial dining plan: in its second year
Enrollment in dining plans increased 10 percent; students prefer more flexibility in plans
Dining, from Page 1
ules with meals.
Freshmen living in Maseeh
Hall are required to have the Full
19 plan, with breakfast, lunch, and
dinner provided. Although MIT
Dining did not provide statistics
on the Full 19 plan broken down
by dorms, by class, more freshmen
opted for the plan this year than
last year.

meal plans — primarily through
New House — but the exact number of students is still unknown.

Meal plan pricing
One prevalent concern about
enrolling in the dining plan is the
price compared to the number of
meals students actually use. Despite student complaints that the
meals are too expensive, Myers
and Alyssa May, Communications

One prevalent concern about enrolling
in the dining plan is the price compared
to the number of meals students actually
use.
Similarly, the Dining Office attributes the large increase in meal
plan enrollment to students who
don’t live in dining dorms and are
not required to purchase a meal
plan. There was a large increase in

Officer for Residential Life Programs, explained that the prices
are actually in favor of students’
needs.
“When we formulated the financial aid model of the house

dining meal plan program, a portion of unrealized meals were
factored into the overall model,
which lowered the prices,” said
Myers. “Many local and peer institutions have higher priced meal
plans than MIT.”
While MIT’s Full 19 plan costs
$4,635, Stanford’s Full 19 plan
costs $5,398, and Northwestern’s
comparable plan costs $6,380.
“Some institutions feature unlimited access meal plans that
range from Boston University’s
$4,870 to over $6,400 at Cornell
University,” added Myers. Harvard
University’s Unlimited Plan costs
$4,990, while Tufts University’s
and American University’s plans
cost over $5,000.
Students have mixed feelings
about the dining prices. Henna
Jethani ’14, who lives in McCormick Hall, echoed Myers’ emphasis on flexibility in the meal program — “I have the Basic 10 plan. I

think the dining plan is expensive,
but if you’re an upperclassman,
it does makes things easier and
more flexible.”

While Myers and
May emphasize
the high food
quality in the
dining halls,
students disagree.
Baker resident Lucas Tambasco ’13 likes his Any 7 transitional
plan, but “the plans can be pricey,
so it is a bit unfair to force freshmen to pay for all meals just because they want to live in a dorm
with a dining hall.”

Quality of food
While Myers and May emphasize the high food quality in the

dining halls, students disagree —
“Some of the quality was lost when
they switched from à la carte to all
you can eat dining,” said Tambasco.
Ricardo “Ricky” DeArmas ’15,
who lives in Maseeh Hall and is on
the Basic 14 plan, agreed: “I don’t
use all my meals, and oftentimes
I end up buying from LaVerde’s or
on campus. I think dining has diminished in quality since the last
semester, and it would be great
to see more variety.” If living in
Maseeh didn’t mandate having a
dining plan, DeArmas probably
wouldn’t be enrolled in one because he “eats cheaper and better
outside the dining halls.”
Despite these negative views on
quality, Myers said that this is not
compatible with the overall positive feedback they have received
about the food.
Myers’ advice? “Every dining
hall offers something different, so
venture out when you can.”
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Days of Demolition

The Tech 7

Day 1
David J. Bermejo—The Tech

Day 1, Oct. 16. Photographs of 219 Vassar St.
were taken over a week
and a half period to showcase the gradual changes
that took place during its
demolition.

Day 2
David J. Bermejo—The Tech

Day 2, Oct. 17. This photo
highlights the range of an
HDR image. By combining
three different exposures
into a single image, all
levels of detail, from the
brightness of the setting
sun and to the shadows
inside the demolished
building, were retained.

Day 5
David J. Bermejo—The Tech

Day 5, Oct. 20. Morning
clouds roll over the demolition site.

Online Exclusive

Watch a video of the site
demolition online!
http://bit.ly/vassardemolition
Video by David J. Bermejo—The Tech

Day 9
David J. Bermejo—The Tech

Day 9, Oct. 24. By the
eighth day, most of the
building had been demolished.

Day 11
David J. Bermejo—The Tech

Day 11, Oct. 26. Previously
a place of much noise and
destruction, the demolition site was cleared and
quiet on the evening of
the last day.
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Gangnam Style, from Page 8

Elijah Mena—The Tech

about appearing in the video, the
professor invited them to crash the
last two minutes of his 7.012 (Introductory Biology) class. “This was
an instant yes for me,” said Lander,
of how he reacted when he was
asked about being in the video.
Lander was meant to imitate
the part of the yellow-suited man
who appears in the original video. “I wiggled more than he did,”
Lander said of the character.
“We invited the whole class to
come down but they didn’t come
down!” he continued. “They were
shy.” While the dancing started
during class, Lander dismissed his
students before jumping on the
desk and continuing filming.
The jump was the professor’s idea. “If you’re going to do
it, you might as well be all in,” he
explained.
Like Schmill, Lander received
a number of messages after the
video took off.
“The reaction afterwards was
great,” he said. People wrote in
saying, “It’s nice you can do human genetics, but boy if that ever
doesn’t work out, you can dance at
least!”
Lander was delighted with the
final video: “Superb piece of work,
hats off to the student who make
that and the extraordinary MIT
spirit behind that.”
But the overall highlight of the
video? Everyone agrees.

(Right to left) Ingwon Chae ’14, Richard C. Yoon ’13, and Eddie Ha ’13, producer, star, and director, respectively, of the hit MIT Gangnam Style video, pose for a photoshoot at The Tech.

By Jessica J. Pourian
Editor in Chief

After a couple tantalizing teasers, MIT students woke up on
the morning of Oct. 27 to the fullfledged “MIT Gangnam Style”
video taking the Internet by storm.
Since then, the MIT parody of Korean popstar Psy’s sensational “Gangnam Style” — which has skyrocketed to worldwide popularity — has
garnered over 4 million views.
Directed by Eddie Ha ’13, produced by Ingwon Chae ’14, and
starring Richard Yoon ’13 as Psy, the
video is MIT’s take on Psy’s “Gangnam Style.” The original video was
uploaded on July 15 and went viral
near the end of the summer. As of
press time, it has over 657 million
views, making it the second most
viewed video on YouTube, just after
Justin Bieber’s “Baby,” with 796 million views.

The Institute’s spin on the cultural phenomenon has hit the
front page of YouTube and reddit,
and has spawned comments from
around the world. The film features a number of locations around
campus, over 25 different student
groups, and a few famous professors: Donald Sadoway, Eric Lander,
and Noam Chomsky (see sidebar
for a complete list of participants).

The beginning

At 1:38: “The janitor looks
at the ass-ymptote — no pun
intended — on the chalkboard,” and yells, said Chae.

Eddie Ha, a senior in Course 18
(Mathematics), came up with the
idea for an MIT parody a little over
seven weeks ago. Originally, the
plan was to create a separate version of Gangnam Style, rewriting
the lyrics to be nerdier. Once Ha
saw other college parodies though,
he changed his mind.
“We wanted to be the best parody out there,” Ha grinned, “tell the
world what goes on in here.”
Ha, who is in the Korean Student
Association (KSA), enlisted the
group to help organize the parody.
“We wanted something that
could encapsulate what MIT is as a
college,” added Chae.
The goal of the video was to
have something that was a “good
half mix of parody from the video,
with an MIT twist to add something
unique,” said Ha.
The film stars Yoon as Psy. Yoon
had been asked to be Psy for an
Asian Dance Troupe performance
(he is not in the group) and was
roped into the film by Ha when they
decided to make the video.
“This is absurd,” Yoon laughed.
“I was forced to be Psy. I had no
choice.”

21

Stars of the show

At 1:38: The playing cards
displayed when the janitor
yells at the chalkboard are
meant to reference 21.

A few famous faces from around
MIT appear throughout the song.
Ha mentioned that they emailed
over 20 different professors to see

References
A number of film references are included in the video.
Did you catch them all?

Squid Girl
At 1:35: The Anime Club
cosplays as three characters
who are supposed to be from
MIT.

Good Will Hunting

Inception
At 4:16: The spinning
Brass Rat at the end is meant
to question whether or not
the entire experience was a
dream or not. “Spinning that
ring took forever!” lamented
Yoon. They wanted it to land
with “MIT” facing the camera,
and that scene took longer
than any other to shoot, he
said.
“In reality, it’s not really a
dream,” Ha explained, “It’s
something for all MIT students. It’s a party hard, work
hard attitude we have.”

who they could get in the video.
Stu Schmill ’86, dean of admissions, has the first cameo. Yoon
leans against his shoulder in the admissions office, parodying the sauna scene from the original video.
“I’m glad it wasn’t in a steam
bath,” said Schmill. He is also shown
dancing with Yoon near the end.
“I have heard from many people
out there in the world — people
I’ve not heard from in a long time
— who have commented that they
didn’t realize I could dance quite
like that,” Schmill said of the feedback he’s received.
The admissions department was
instrumental in getting the video
off the ground, Ha said. After the
team reached out to Schmill, they
were able to borrow cameras from
the office. The support of the admissions office made it easier to get
other folks around MIT involved,
Ha explained.
Donald Sadoway, professor in
Course 3 (Materials Science and
Engineering), appears near the
end of the video. He stumbles upon
Yoon dancing in his office and politely asks him to leave. The scene
was the professor’s idea.
“I thought it was a terrific project,” said Sadoway. “It was fun. I
think the allure of this is that it’s just
really happy stuff, and who’s going
to object to that?”
At 1:42 into the video, Yoon is
seen scribbling on a chalkboard in
MIT’s largest lecture hall, 26-100. A
split second later, Course 7 (Biology) professor Eric Lander taps him
on the shoulder and starts dancing.
The two jump onto a table and continue their dance off.
“He had dance moves I’d never seen before,” says Yoon of the
experience.
After Ha approached Lander

Anji Ren

Richard C. Yoon ’13 is filmed in the Main Group.
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Oppan Chomsky Style!
“The Chomsky bit is amazing,”
said Lander. “I LOVE IT.”
Noam Chomsky, famed linguist
and MIT professor, makes a brief
cameo at 3:19. He takes a sip of tea
and calmly says “Oppan Chomsky
Style.”
This brief clip has attracted an
incredible amount of attention for
both Chomsky and MIT. The Boston Globe wrote a story about it last
Wednesday, and in an email to The
Tech, Chomsky said he’d “been deluged with mail about it.”
Asked what he thought of being
involved the video, Chomsky wrote,
“Quite honestly, I don’t have much
to say. Some kids came in and asked
me to read some incomprehensible
words. They seemed to be having
fun, so I agreed.”

The MIT take
Adding famous professors was
not the only way the group tried
give Gangnam Style an MIT flavor.
They asked a variety of student
groups to join them, and the KSA
helped in contacting nearly 40
groups for inclusion in the video.
For each of the included groups,
Ha, Chae, and Yoon tried to film in
locations that best characterized
them.
One of the features that makes
the MIT version stand out among
the dozens of other parodies is
the spotlight on the Logarhythms,
MIT’s all-male a cappella group.
“We wanted to make this special,” said Ha. “I was thinking
about all the groups at MIT, and I
thought about the Logs. None of
the parodies have an a cappella
version.”
Ha pitched the idea to his friend
and president of the Logs, Nathaniel Kim ’14, about a month ago. The
Logs were on board immediately.
“Neither of us wanted the Logs
to sing the entire song,” explained
Kim. “It was a matter of which portion.” As the only Korean member
of the Logs, it’s Kim’s voice the
viewer hears singing in Korean.
“We never got to really do anything solid about [preparation]
until a week before we actually
filmed it,” he said. The Logs didn’t
have time to come up with a fully
arranged version for the video,
and rehearsed singing only briefly
before recording.
They have just released a full
studio version, which can be found
at http://mitlogs.com/gangnam/.
Heewoo ‘Hailey’ Kim ’14, a junior in Course 3, plays HyunA.
Kim is in the KSA, and Ha asked
her if she wanted the part. “It was
originally supposed to be longer,”
she explained, “and I was supposed to do a scene with Richard.

Frank Zhu

MIT Women’s Soccer is filmed for the “Gangnam Style” video.
We just cut that out.”
“I guess that was good,” she
laughed. “I would have done a really awkward scene with Richard.”
To get the entire campus involved, the Gangnam Style team
hosted an MIT-wide flashmob on
Oct. 21.
“200 or 300 people showed up,”
said Eddie, “There were as many
people watching as there were
dancing.”

Creating the video
Putting together the video was
an enormous undertaking.
“We’d work a lot, and one
weekend it’d drop off and we’d
study,” said Chae.
Chae estimated that they had
over 1000 minutes of footage,
though Ha said that “the editing process was not as long as I
thought it would take. It took me
about three, or four days.”
Ha created the entire video using iMovie. His computer couldn’t
handle anything else, he said.

Going viral

of MIT attention, but then I guess
that’s it,” said Nate Kim.
The video has exploded around
the United States and throughout
Asia. Alumni from around the
world have written to the group in
support.
“They’ve been helping us out,”
said Ha, “It’s awesome to hear
back from them.”

Reflection
Asked what they would do
differently, the three had varied
responses.
“Add the football team in
there,” said Yoon.
“I was trying really
hard to get President
Reif,” said Chae.
“I really wish he
would have been
in the video.”
“I wish I did
this a little earlier,” said Eddie.
A moment later, Yoon added, “I
wish I hadn’t rubbed
my eyes with the

glove,” saying that he’d received a
number of comments about bad
laboratory technique. Yoon is
Course 2 (Mechanical Engineering). “I don’t deal with chemicals
that much.”

Is MIT Gangnam Style done?
Chae hinted that it might not
be. “We have a ton of extra footage. Be on the lookout — we might
publish a behind-the-scenes.”
“I’d like to thank the MIT community for supporting us, having
fun with us, spreading the word
for us,” said Yoon.
For the latest updates
on MIT Gangnam Style,
check the Facebook
page at http://www.
facebook.com/MIT.
GangnamStyle.

Nobody expected “MIT Gangnam Style” to hit a million, let
alone 4 million. The three had bets
between them on how many tens
of thousands of views they would
get. Everyone was shocked.
“I’ve never been inside the
storm that is a viral video,” said
Chae.
“We were all freaking out,” added Yoon.
“On the very first day, we were
screaming we had 50,000 views,”
said Ha.
“I can definitely say that I did
not expect this video to become
that viral. I thought it’ll get a lot
Illustration by Aislyn SchalCk—The Tech

Starring…

Gangnam Style, Page 9
Eddie Ha

Richard Yoon stands in Killian Court before the flashmob on Oct. 21.

Eddie Ha

Ingwon Chae ’14 poses with his horse head mask.

MIT Game Lab
MIT Tennis
Freshman Leadership Program
Korean Students Association
Amphibious Achievement
Sloan Business Club
OrigaMIT
MIT Pistol
MIT Pole Vaulting
Asian American Association
MIT Women’s Soccer
MIT Swimming
Anime Club
MIT Cheerleading Squad
Nu Delta
Glass Lab
Logarhythms
Dance Troupe
Department of Urban Studies
and Planning
MIT Sailing
Chinese Students’ Club
Quidditch Team
MIT-EMS
Lion Dance Club
Freshman Urban Program
South Asian American Students
Phi Beta Epsilon
Professor Noam Chomsky
Professor Eric Lander
Professor Donald Sadoway
Stu Schmill, Dean of Admissions
Tim the Beaver

Eddie Ha

(Right to left) Youngsoo Jang ’15, Ingwon Chae ’14, and Richard C. Yoon ’13 take a break during filming.
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MIT campaign contributions: $283K+ for Obama
Campaign donations show MIT employees overwhelmingly in support of Obama
MIT contributions, from Page 1

379 MIT
contributors

anonymous, so it is possible that
MIT faculty or staff made significant contributions that are not
reflected here.
In 2008, MIT employees gave
a total of $664,000 to Barack
Obama and John McCain, a figure which includes contributions to PACs (before super PACs
could raise unlimited sums).
Obama raised $620,000 from
MIT employees, 14 times more
than given to McCain — a similar Democrat-Republican ratio
to that of the current cycle.

Obama raised
$620,000 from
MIT employees,
14 times more
than given to
McCain.

Contributions to presidential
candidates from MIT employees

Barack Obama
$283,370

Harvard employees donated
$579,865 to Obama, not quite 10
times the amount they gave to
Romney, $60,636, according to
The Harvard Crimson. Obama
and Romney are both Harvard
alumni.
Obama’s campaign has raised
$637.3 million for this election,
compared to $388.1 million by
Mitt Romney, according to The
New York Times. But the major
super PAC supporting Romney
raised much more than a super
PAC for Obama — $131.6 million
to 63.7 million, respectively.
Ethan Solomon, John Hawkinson, and Joanna Kao contributed
reporting.

total contributions from MIT

1523
379

Mitt Romney
$18,357

total contributions from MIT

contributions

25

contributions

unique contributors

14

unique contributors

$184

mean single contribution

$739

mean total contribution
by an individual

$734
$1,311

mean single contribution
mean total contribution
by an individual

14 MIT
contributors

College Students
20% OFF

Be a different kind of ENGineer
Be an

All full-price
EMS® brand items

15% OFF

E lectronic
News
Gatherer

The Tech is looking for enthusiastic students
to join our new video team.

All full-price
national brand items
Must show valid college ID.
Exclusions may apply; visit store for details.

We’re looking for:
• Video editors
• Broadcast reporters
• Videographers

Eastern Mountain Sports EMS HARVARD SQUARE

No experience necessary.

Email join@tech.mit.edu

SMBC, from Page 12

It all starts here.
Harvard Square
9752 AD MIT_HarvardSq_6X8.indd 1

1 Brattle Square, Second Floor

ems.com
10/26/12 8:59 AM

Solution to Techdoku I
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Low awareness of MIT corporate recruiting rules
Companies don’t always follow recruiting rules; students not always aware of them
Recruiting, from Page 1
“Adobe wanted me to have my final interview on Monday and Tuesday of a week,” said an anonymous
junior. “When I said I couldn’t because I had classes, but was happy
to reschedule to another date, they
dropped me from the process.”

While many of
these recruiting
policies work to
make the interview
process as easy
as possible, it is
up the students
and companies to
enforce them.
Amanda C. David ’13, a Course
15 major who has interviewed with
consulting companies such as Bain
& Co., Boston Consulting Group,
and McKinsey & Co., states that interviews take up almost as much
time as another class. David has
skipped a number of her Thursday
and Friday classes for on-site interviews and to prepare for first-round

interviews.
“The companies usually don’t
give any alternative dates for scheduling second-round interviews,”
said David, adding that she was unaware of many of these restrictions
on interview scheduling set by the
Careers Office.
“It’s natural that students may
not bring these policies up with
their potential employer,” Joshua
Ma ’14, a Course 6 major who has
interviewed at more than 12 tech
companies such as Google, Twitter,
and Facebook. “If I were a freshman
or sophomore, I may be afraid to offend a company.”
Repercussions for not abiding
by these policies may include the
company not being able to continue
recruiting on campus or having deferred interview dates. As stated in
the Careers Office website, “It must
be clearly communicated to the student at all times that they should feel
comfortable speaking up about any
scheduling conflicts.” While many
of these recruiting policies work to
make the interview process as easy
as possible, it is up the students and
companies to enforce them.
“We only intervene in the situation upon the student’s request,”
said Liverman.

Emily Kellison-Linn—The Tech

Erik A. Waingarten ’15 and interviewer Joseph Falvella of Chrysler read interview tips posted on the
wall of the MIT Global Education & Career Development Office while waiting for their appointments. GECD
provides 22 interview cubicles that employers can rent to conduct on-campus job interviews with students.
Ian S. Cinnamon ’13, who has
interviewed with companies such
as Microsoft, Zynga, and Yahoo, believes that the Careers Office should
do more to raise awareness of these
issues to both companies and students. Both Liverman and Menghi

have worked to make sure a list of
Careers Office policies are located
in designated interview rooms, as
well as displayed on screens around
MIT campus. Despite this, a number of companies and students may
continue to be unaware of all the

policies.
A full list of policies on corporate recruiting is available at http://
gecd.mit.edu/employers/plan/policies. The Careers Office is located in
12-170, with hours from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.

Royal Bengal
Boston’s only authentic Bengali Cuisine restaurant
313 Mass. Ave., Cambridge
(617) 491-1988
T: Red Line, Bus #1 – Central Square

Open Daily Except Monday
11:30 am – 11:30 pm
Lunch Buffet $7.95
Reasonably Priced Dinners

10% Discount on $15
(or more) order with MIT ID.

Free delivery for orders over $10.
Take-out, platters, and catering available.
http://www.royalbengalrestaurant.com/

SPERM DONORS
Earn up to
per month
Invest minimal time
Make a real difference in the lives of families
Receive free health and genetic screenings

APPLY ONLINE:

SPERMBANK.com
- convenient Cambridge location

Are you a gramma ninja?
The Tech needs copy editors

Software Developers, !
Come Meet the Cloudant Team!!
Cloudant is revolutionizing web & mobile app
development with its distributed database as a
service.
Founded by MIT Alumni.
Funded by Y Combinator, Avalon, & In-Q-Tel.
Our platform: CouchDB, Erlang, Python,
HAProxy, Graphite, Chef, Jenkins, git /GitHub,
Debian Linux, NoSQL, Ruby, Javascript, etc.
!

!

Thursday November 8
5:30 PM - 7:00 PM Room 5-233
Pizza & soda will be provided

Help us out.
(We need it)

email join@tech.mit.edu
Solution to Crossword

Solution to Sudoku

from page 13

Solution to Techdoku II
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Solution, page 10

ACROSS
1 Drifter
5 Easy two-pointer
10 Clears (of)
14 Real estate measurement
15 Whirlpool subsidiary
16 Solo delivery
17 Places for flocks
18 Venom, for example
19 Fails to be
20 French fashion house
23 Short drives
24 Shoe strips
28 Article in Le Monde
31 One not to be trusted
32 First woman, in Greek
myth
34 At the right time
36 Bamboozle
37 Body wash brand
38 Brunch serving
42 Leave high and dry
43 __ Mutual Friend (Dickens
novel)
44 Badger cousin
45 Household current
47 Business partner, perhaps

49 Paid pitches
50 Antiquated
51 Ready for something new
53 Tuxedos
59 Wait patiently
62 Become known
63 Send out
64 Off-white shade
65 More respectable
66 Time-honored wisdom
67 Campus area
68 In tune
69 Unfairly picture
DOWN
1 Lecture site
2 Brand with a 2012
centennial
3 Steady guy
4 Pleasant change
5 Baltic country
6 Check number
7 Graph line
8 Storage rental
9 Huff and puff
10 Postponed, perhaps
11 E-file recipient

12 Racket
13 Didn’t play
21 Indulgent episode
22 Dominate in competition
25 Nabokov novel
26 Did some research
27 British crime writer
28 Tie-up
29 Physicist Fermi
30 Barbers’ concerns
32 Luau finger food
33 “Fire” bug
35 Well-informed
36 Contemptible one
39 Antagonist
40 Sci-fi play that introduced
“robot”
41 Top-10 US surname
46 Fork-in-the-road shape
47 “Obviously”
48 Ill-natured
51 Venerable auto make
52 Pitchers’ battles
54 It means “very small”
55 It may be impish
56 “Don’t worry about me”
57 Need to rest

58 Swelter
59 Grilling, for short

60 Marker
61 Strands in a lab

Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun

I Will Follow You by Gail Grabowski

Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun
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Solution, page 10

7
1
9 5
9 4
1
6
5
7
9
2
8
7
5
8
8
1
5
5
8
4
4
8
9 3
7 2
8
1
Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains
exactly one of each of the digits 1 through 9.
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Techdoku
Solution, page 11

144×

30×

6

5+

120×

5

1÷

6

120×

1

2−

2×

6

5

4

2

1−

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

by Jorge Cham

Beaver Tails by Ranbel Sun

Techdoku II
Solution, page 10

20+

20×

6×

120×

6+

8+

2×

2×

12×

6

2

240×

90×

12×

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.
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The secret lives of researchers

Studying the motion in the ocean
An oceanography research trip to Admiralty Inlet is fueled by a sea of caffeine
By Anna Wargula

inlet channel. This meant casting a conductivity (a measure of salinity), temperature,
and depth (CTD) sensor over the side of the
ship on a long wire to a maximum depth of
about 100 meters. In 3-meter-per-second
tidal currents, having a long wire hanging
over the side of a 58-foot ship is not the most
stable setup. Sure, I wanted to see how the

I still marvel that no one yelled mutiny and
tossed me overboard after I announced a 3:30
a.m. departure to catch the first slack tide of the
day at 4:30 a.m.
contribute to issues in the estuary, such as
oxygen depletion, called hypoxia, which can
lead to a devastating decrease in biodiversity in the region through fish kills and other
events.
Once we had studied up on Admiralty
Inlet, we consulted the moon and the sun
for guidance on our fieldwork plans. Either
we coastal oceanography researchers are all
secretly astrologers or tides affect almost everything we study — you decide. Especially
strong tidal currents were expected during
our two days of ship time, due to the summer
solstice. I was interested in measuring vertical profiles of density along the length of the

stratification changed as the salty ocean water flooded into the fresher waters of Puget
Sound. However, keeping the crew safe is
more important, so density profile measurements were confined to times around slack
tide, when the currents were weakest.
I still marvel that no one yelled mutiny
and tossed me overboard after I announced
a 3:30 a.m. departure to catch the first slack
tide of the day at 4:30 a.m. They were either a
very gracious bunch, or just a little bit crazy
about oceanographic fieldwork, too. Or perhaps we were all resigned to the job because
the ship carried coffee. Lots of coffee. As
I had prepared for the cruise, programing

from cambridge to cambridge

The aftermath of
Hurricane Sandy
After the passing of the storm, the MIT
community reacts to the damage
By Mark Alexander Salmon
Despite the 96 U.S. deaths during Sandy’s destructive course along the East Coast
and the 69 killed as it swept across the Caribbean, Hurricane Sandy did very little to
affect Boston in comparison to New York
and Atlantic City. Since the storm avoided
us and swung inland through New York
and north into Canada, it is easy to forget
the implications it had on our community.
Nevertheless, MIT was both affected by the
hurricane and is helping the recovery from
the aftermath.
Obviously, the MIT campus did not experience anything like the havoc wreaked
upon the towns and cities further south.
This was my first hurricane, and I was genuinely expecting full tree-destroying winds
and monsoon-like rain. I was almost disappointed by what I actually experienced.
I’ve seen worse, if perhaps not for such a
sustained period of time, back home in the
United Kingdom, home of the perpetual
drizzle. However, I must admit to feeling a
bit relieved at the lack of severity, as I would
not wish the destruction that happened
elsewhere on anyone.

Even I ventured out to
Trader Joe’s to pick
up some emergency
cereal.
Despite the lack of a direct hurricane hit,
even the small possibility of damage caused
action to be taken. MIT cancelled classes
and told students and non-essential staff
to stay at home, as did most of the other
schools in the Boston area. This was a very
rare occurrence for the Institute — the last
time MIT was closed by inclement weather
was winter two years ago.
As reported in last Tuesday’s edition of
The Tech, preparations were made to mitigate the risk of flooding. Large quantities of
food were ordered by all the dorms and the
food outlets in the Student Center. Even I
ventured out to Trader Joe’s to pick up some
emergency cereal.
The measures MIT took also extended
beyond the MIT community; the deadline
for early admissions was made “flexible”

to compensate for the inevitable delays
that will affect a large number of prospective students. Last year approximately 6,000
students applied early, an indication of the
number of students that might be impacted. However, the office won’t rigorously
check whether delayed applicants were affected by the storm. Dean of Admissions Stu
Schmill told The Boston Globe, “Generally
speaking, students are not going to overabuse this, and we are going to trust that
anyone who used the flexible deadline really needed it.” In fact, he also said that this
was not as big a change in approach as most
domestic students might think, as weatherrelated deadline extensions are commonly
afforded to applicants from other countries
where inclement weather is a more regular
occurrence.
Another interesting consequence of
Hurricane Sandy is the formation of the
“Hurricane Hackers.” In the wake of the
storm, this group of MIT programmers
came together to come up with recovery solutions to aid the relief effort in other parts
of the country. They started by brainstorming and gathering information on a shared
Google Drive document before proceeding
to put together a timeline of key events in
the hurricane’s progress. They also wrote
software to remove the effects of Instagram
on the huge numbers of photos uploaded
to Facebook, to make them usable in analyzing the state of buildings, and created
the “SandysList” app to connect those in
need to those who have what’s needed. In
fact, they are still active and seeking more
members.
In light of the continued fallout from
the hurricane, with the U.S. Department of
Energy’s Office of Electricity Delivery and
Energy Reliability stating that 32 percent of
people in New Jersey and nearly a million
in New York remain without power, I find it
both inspiring to see action being taken and
interesting to note the way it is happening.
Despite the small direct impact of the storm
on the MIT community, certain members
are using their strengths help the relief effort over the whole affected area. If this attitude spreads to the wider community, as
I hope it will, the recovery after Sandy can
only be hastened.
The Hurricane Hackers can be contacted
via @HurricaneHackrs on Twitter or hurricanehackers@mit.edu.

Events 

instruments, changing batteries, and deciphering the tangle of wires by the ship’s
head, someone had made sure the ship
was supplied with plenty of coffee. Thanks,
someone.
Between slack tides, we swiveled a 2-meter-long pole with a current profiler into the
water and steered the ship back and forth
across the inlet, measuring vertical profiles
of velocity. My teammate used this information to examine energy fluxes, as Admiralty Inlet is considered an ideal site for
tidal-powered renewable energy. We also
practiced essential oceanographers’ skills
on deck, such as jumping rope on a moving platform, grilling delicious shish kebabs
without burning up the ship, identifying surface expressions of cool physics on the water,
solving differential equations, and spotting
porpoises, seabirds and distant fireworks.
Apollo 8 astronaut William Anders once
said, “We came all this way to explore the
moon, and the most important thing is that
we discovered the Earth.” In the sweet moment when I touched solid earth once again
after a 22-hour workday at sea, I couldn’t
have agreed more. During the past several
months of sharing these experiences and
describing the science I learned at Admiralty Inlet to friends and family, one of the
most rewarding aspects of my work has been
helping others discover the Earth, too.

Nov. 06 – Nov. 12

Tuesday

(6:00 p.m.) Election Night Party, 21+ — Thirsty Ear Pub

Wednesday
(12:00 p.m. – 1:30 p.m.) Civil Wars, 1800-2012 — E40-496
(6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.) Dialogue with Dr. Hutter — 4-237

Thursday
(11:00 p.m. – 12:00 p.m.) The Scientific Conversation and the Vail Collection:
Gallery Talk & Tour — 14N-130
(7:15 p.m.) Forbidden Archeology talk on origins of humans — Student Center
PDR 1, PDR 2

Friday
(7: 00 p.m.) LSC shows The Dark Knight Rises — 26-100
(8:00 p.m.) Roadkill Buffet improv comedy show — 6-120

Saturday
(12:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.) Kopitiam! 2012 Singaporian food feast — SydneyPacific Multipurpose Room
(2:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.) Snooty Anime Discussion Hours — Student Center
PDR 3

Sunday
(6:30 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.) Diwali Night – Kresge Auditorium
(8:00 p.m. – 11:00 p.m.) International Folk Dancing with live music from the
Cambridge Folk Orchestra — Student Center 491

Send your campus events to events@tech.mit.edu.
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The ship’s engine roared to life at 2:30
a.m. and jolted me out of semi-consciousness. My head throbbed — in my dreams
I hadn’t stopped cycling through the next
day’s research plan, albeit in a strange, nightmarish way. I opened the curtain of my berth
and took in my surroundings: the sounds of
snoring shipmates — at least someone was
getting extra sleep — the sight of my field
notebook perched on top of the laptop with
which I had spent my weekend synchronizing instruments, and the smell of coffee, coffee, coffee. Nightmare forgotten, reality filled
me with eager anticipation.
I am a graduate student in the MIT Joint
Program with Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution, and an aspiring coastal physical
oceanographer. I am excited about waves,
fieldwork, and understanding the effect of
coastal physics on water quality and current
patterns. This summer, I had the opportunity to act as co-chief scientist during a twoday research cruise in Puget Sound, WA,
through a coastal fluid dynamics course at
the University of Washington Friday Harbor
Laboratory.
Coastal physical oceanography research
includes the study of fluid dynamical, meteorological, and other physical forces affecting the transport, mixing, and dispersion

of mass, momentum, energy, sediments,
marine organisms, and pollutants. My mission in Admiralty Inlet, the main shipping
channel of Puget Sound, was to investigate
how the estuary manages to remain so tenaciously stratified in layers of density, despite
intense turbulent mixing due to strong tidal
currents. This persistent stratification could
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Men’s soccer clinches
first NEWMAC title

Team beats No. 1 Babson and No. 3
Springfield to make program history
By Felicia Hsu
Sports Writer

At the New England Women’s and
Men’s Athletic Conference (NEWMAC) Semifinals, MIT Men’s Soccer defeated No. 1 seeded Babson to
proceed to the championship match.
MIT clinched the win against Babson
after a penalty kick by junior Andrew
C. Fijan in double overtime. Just 16
minutes into the game, sophomore
John L. Kramer and Sean D. Bingham ’16 scored the first two goals
three minutes apart. Babson tied up
the game by the 29th minute, so the
first half ended with a score of 2-2.
While the Engineers outshot Babson 12-7 in the first half, both teams
took far fewer shots in the second
half with Babson outshooting MIT
5-4. Like the first half, goalie Jake L.
Amereno ’16 made one save while
Babson’s goalie made two, forcing
the game into overtime. Even during
overtime, both goalies made tremendous saves, so neither team was able
to make a goal. With the game resting
on penalty kicks after neither team
had scored during overtime, Fijan
sent the ball flying to the lower left
corner, allowing MIT to advance to
the finals after a 5-4 victory.
Gaining momentum from their

semifinals match, the Engineers, led
by Ben A. Lewis ’14, shut out thirdseeded Springfield College 2-0. After a goal-saving block by Lewis that
would have given the opponent a 1-0
lead less than ten minutes in, MIT
took two straight goals to pull ahead.
Bingham took advantage of a nice
feed from sophomore Nick A. Diamantoni and scored the first goal of
the game. Just three and a half minutes later, Tyler S. Singer-Clark ’14

Even during
overtime, both
goalies made
tremendous saves.
passed the ball to Jonathan K. Tebes
’14 who shot the ball into the upper
right corner, giving MIT a 2-0 lead.
For the rest of the game, the Engineers held their ground, and with
such a strong defense, did not allow
a single goal from Springfield though
several attempts were made. This
impressive victory marks the team’s
first-ever NEWMAC championship
title. Along with the league title, MIT
Men’s Soccer was automatically invited to the 2012 NCAA Division III
Tournament.

Women’s volleyball beats
Wellesley in title game
Team wins 2012 NEWMAC championship
By Mindy Brauer
daper staff

Behind the strength of efficient hitting
and solid defense, the MIT women’s volleyball team defeated host and top seed
Wellesley College, 25-17, 26-24, 25-15, in
the 2012 New England Women’s and Men’s
Athletic Conference (NEWMAC) Championship on Sunday afternoon. The No. 3 Engineers (30-5) collected their first title since
1990 and fourth overall to earn a spot in the
upcoming NCAA Championship Tournament. Kristine A. Bunker ’14 was named the
tournament’s Most Outstanding Player after
compiling 28 kills, a .313 hitting percentage,
and 15 blocks.
MIT’s powerful attack produced a hitting percentage of .322 while holding the
Blue to a .147 performance. Freshman Ada
V. Taylor led all players with 15 kills while
hitting .600 as Bunker tallied seven kills and
three blocks. Tatiana Berger ’14 chipped in
seven kills as Trinity Leonard ’13 posted
seven digs, six kills, and two blocks. Meryl E.
Gibbs ’16 rounded out the balanced attack
with five kills while Katie K. Spielbauer ’13
registered 13 digs and two aces. Lindsey M.
Wang ’16 earned six digs and three aces as
Sharon S. Hao ’14 notched two aces. Senior
Alyssa L. Rothman rounded out the squad
with 37 assists and six digs.
The visitors took control early, maintaining a three-point cushion for most of the
first set. A kill from Taylor and a Wellesley
attack error gave MIT its largest lead at 15-

10. Wellesley managed to narrow the gap
to two on a pair of occasions, the last at 1614. Four consecutive miscues by the hosts
fueled the Engineers’ 9-3 set-ending run,
which featured an ace from junior Emma S.
Gargus that put them ahead, 24-17.
Set two was closely played, as it featured
seven lead changes with neither team holding more than a two-point advantage the
entire way. Wellesley led 15-13 after a kill,
but MIT responded with a 5-1 spurt which
featured a kill and an ace from Hao to go
along with strikes by Leonard and Bunker.
Wellesley battled back, going ahead 24-22
on another hit by Carfagno, but the Engineers rallied with four consecutive points
to clinch the frame. Bunker ignited the run
with back-to-back kills, followed by a strike
from Leonard, and an ace by Hao.

The Engineers collected
their first title since 1990
to earn a spot in the
NCAA Tournament.
The Engineers jumped out to an 8-3
advantage in the third set, but Wellesley
battled back as it came within one (13-12)
on a hit. This was as close as it would get as
MIT registered six of the next seven points
to gain some breathing room. Wellesley
trimmed the deficit to four (19-15), but the
Engineers picked up the next six points as a
Spielbauer ace clinched the victory.

Field hockey takes Springfield, wins NEWMACs
Mackey and Wharton dominate in team’s 6-3 victory over No. 4 Springfield College
By Mindy Brauer
daper staff

Sophomore Caitlin A. Mackey
scored two first-half goals and
tacked on an assist while tournament Most Outstanding Player junior Madeline L. Wharton added
a goal helping second-seeded
MIT claim the 2012 New England
Women’s and Men’s Athletic Conference (NEWMAC) Field Hockey
Championship with a 6-3 win over
fourth-seeded Springfield College
on Sunday afternoon at MacDowell Field.
With their 12th consecutive
victory, the Engineers (17-2) won
their second straight NEWMAC
title and third in four years, while
claiming an automatic berth to
the NCAA Division III Tournament. Springfield, playing in its
first conference championship
game since falling to MIT in 2009,
finished the season at 10-10.
The Engineers got off to a

quick start with six shots in the
opening four and a half minutes. Mackey had a shot saved
off the goal line by Springfield
senior Jenn Califano just 2:41 in,
and Pride freshman goalkeeper
Timarie Villa made three early
saves before Mackey knocked
home the rebound of junior Erin
B. Kenney’s blast to go up 1-0 at
the 4:35 mark.

The Engineers
pushed their
advantage to 3-1
when Mackey
scored her second
goal of the day.
Springfield wasted little time
in tying the game as junior Kelly
Gallo scored her team-best 15th
goal of the season just 8:54 into the
game. Senior Meghan McHugh

carried the ball inside the arc on
the right side of the field and hit
a long pass to freshman Katie Gill
near the left post. Gill couldn’t get
a shot off, but found Gallo in front
of the cage, who hit a sweeping
shot inside the right post.
Just under three minutes later
MIT regained the lead when Molly
K. Duffy ’14 notched her 17th goal
of the season off an assist from
Mackey. Kimberly A. Barker ‘13
started the play with a penalty
corner, and after swinging the ball
around the top of the arc, Wharton hit Mackey, who found Duffy
in front for the score.
The Engineers, who held a
14-6 advantage in first half shots,
pushed their advantage to 3-1
when Mackey scored her second
goal of the day at 25:48. Barker
again got the play started, playing
a short corner to Elizabeth A. Dethy ’15 who found Mackey in front.
MIT goalkeeper Jenna R. Klein ’15
made two late saves on McHugh
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and senior Kayla Sokol to maintain a two-goal lead at halftime.
The early stages of the second
half were a defensive battle until
MIT increased its margin in the
50th minute. Barker collected her
15th goal of the season, tipping
home a pass from Duffy to take
a commanding 4-1 lead before a
flurry of scoring occurred in the
game’s final eight minutes.

son to go back up 5-2 with 6:06 to
go. Gallo again drew Springfield
within two when she tipped in
a rebound following a scramble
at the 65:25 mark, but Morgan E.
Gulliver ’16 helped seal the game
with her eighth goal of the season, tipping home a deflection
with just 3:46 to go to match the
Engineers’ biggest lead of the day
at 6-3.

The early stages of the second half were
a defensive battle until MIT increased its
margin in the 50th minute.
After missing a scoring opportunity on a penalty stroke, the
Pride cut the deficit to 4-2 when
freshman Libby Hart knocked
home a rebound at the left post
with 8:02 remaining. MIT responded with Wharton blasting
home a loose ball from 10 yards
out for her ninth goal of the sea-

Klein made six of her eight
saves in the second half for MIT
while Villa finished with seven
stops for Springfield. The Engineers held a 22-18 advantage
in shots, including a slim 13-11
advantage in shots on goal, and
took 15 of the game’s 26 penalty
corners.

Have a burning
desire to see these
teams battle it out?
In person?!
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